Are You Ready to Deliver? To Ship? To Test?
Capt. Brian Hermann, U.S. Air Force
Jim Russell, Honeywell, Inc.
How do you know when you are ready to deliver your software product? Do you ship on your contract delivery
date? Are you under pressure to get the product to market and beat the competition? What kind of measures and
metrics do you use to make the decision to deliver? This article introduces the method the Air Force Operational
Test and Evaluation Center uses to determine whether a system’s software is mature enough for the system to enter
dedicated operational test and evaluation and to subsequently be fielded or procured. Though we use this evaluation to determine test readiness and suitability for fielding and procurement, it could easily be applied as an exit
criteria for software development or as a component of the “decision to ship” process.
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Figure 1. Accumulated software changes (weighted).
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Software Changes
By software change, we mean any change that
• Corrects errors (corrective change).

Maturity Evaluation and Analysis Tool
AFOTEC developed a Microsoft® Excel for Windows™based tool, called Maturity Evaluation and Analysis Tool, to
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Our experience shows that most developers and procurement
offices already collect the data necessary to perform a software
product maturity evaluation. Data that describes and tracks
documented software changes serves as the key input to the
evaluation. Following are the minimum data required for each
software change to evaluate software product maturity.
• Software change (problem) number.
• Description.
• Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) Identifier.
• Severity level.
• Date change opened (or problem found).
• Date change (problem) closed and implemented.
For the change Severity Level definitions, AFOTEC
adapted the “Priority Classifications for Problem Reporting,”
listed in Appendix C of MIL-STD-498. Using these definitions, systems with open Severity Level 1 or 2 software changes
are not recommended for entry into dedicated OT&E. Many
organizations use different severity, criticality, or priority definitions. Any reasonable ranking system is acceptable as long as
a clear definition of product maturity is included.

External Factors
To correctly gauge readiness to deliver, developers must also
evaluate test completeness, test rates, and requirements stability. Any of these factors can cause product maturity to look
unrealistically good or bad. Obviously, if only 10 percent of
the planned tests have been completed, it is premature to ship
the product—despite low software change trends. Likewise,
high test rates will likely produce more changes and problems
than lower test rates. Requirements instability is one of the
most common causes of software product immaturity of the
Department of Defense’s long development cycle projects.
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Software Product Maturity Data Requirements

• Enhances system capability (perfective change).
• Makes the software compatible with changes in the computing environment (adaptive change).
In our evaluations, we include software problem reports,
software failure reports, software change requests, trouble reports, and any other data that fits the above definitions. If the
software does not meet user requirements, the documentation
of the unmet need is an input for the software product maturity evaluation.

Change Points

S

oftware product maturity: a measure of the progress
software products are making toward satisfying user requirements [1].
The Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center
(AFOTEC) uses a software product maturity evaluation as a
test readiness criterion for a system’s software prior to a system’s
entry into dedicated operational test and evaluation (OT&E).
Our evaluation is a trend analysis of software changes identified during software development and testing. Based upon this
analysis, AFOTEC provides a recommendation of the
software’s readiness for operational testing. This evaluation
currently does not provide any kind of projection of future
software product maturity but provides an excellent snapshot
of system maturity. (However, AFOTEC has performed some
investigation into methods of maturity projection [2].) The
entire method is documented in [1].
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automate the data manipulation, produce trend charts, and
speed analysis and reporting. The tool and user’s manual are
available to U.S. government offices and their contractors at
no cost from HQ AFOTEC’s Software Analysis Division at
DSN 246-5310 or E-mail sas@afotec.af.mil.
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Figure 2. Remaining software problems (unweighted).
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Trend Charts and Analysis
Software product maturity evaluation entails a graphical
analysis of change data trends in the context of project schedule and other external factors. The basic product maturity
chart (Figure 1) shows the total changes originated, closed, and
remaining trends. (Note: These charts contain data from
multiple, real systems and are provided as examples only.) To
indicate maturity or progress toward maturity, the total
changes originated trend should begin to level off. This indicates testing is finding problems at a decreasing rate. If problems are being closed efficiently, the total changes closed
curve should closely follow the total originated trend. Ideally,
all identified changes are closed, and the remaining changes
curve would show no backlog.
Although the remaining changes trend in the basic chart
shows the current software problem or change backlog, Figure
2 presents a more useful view. This stacked bar chart shows the
overall backlog trend as well as each severity level’s contribution to the total backlog.
Figure 3 shows both remaining changes for each CSCI and
the defect density (the number of remaining changes or problems divided by thousands of new or modified source lines of
code). In addition to the minimum change data, defect density analysis requires code size information. Literature suggests
software is not ready for release until the defect density is below 0.5 [3]. Rather than blindly endorse this number, we suggest developers select a threshold of their own. Finding portions of software with the most remaining problems and the
highest defect densities are two additional pieces to the product maturity puzzle.
Our product maturity tool produces over a dozen additional trend charts including average severity, severity level
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Figure 3. Remaining changes and defect density.

distribution, average closure time, charts for each severity level,
and charts for each configuration item or subsystem.
Value to Software Developers and Software
Professionals
The AFOTEC approach for evaluating software product maturity is directly transferable to any software development activity
and has much more value to a software developer than to an
operational tester. Table 1 (page 30) shows just a few possible
uses of the software product maturity evaluation.

Conclusion
Some of you may be thinking “so what.” Yes it is true—this
data is usually collected and readily available. Beyond managing rework, however, few developers take full advantage of this
data housed in their own configuration management systems.
Developers, as owners of the data required to perform a software product maturity evaluation, are best able to perform this
evaluation and use the results to improve the quality of their
products. Having metrics to back up your answer to the “are
you ready …” question will help base your decision on quantitative facts vs. reliance on your gut feelings.
As former software maintainers, we wish we had been
able to see the snapshot this maturity evaluation provides.
It has been said that a “picture is worth a thousand words.”
What is the picture of your software product’s maturity
worth to you? u
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Measures and Metrics

READY TO DELIVER from page 15

Possible Uses

Explanation

Maintenance Effort
Estimation

Use change rate and rework effort
information to estimate required
maintenance resources.
Track common causes of changes to
identify process changes that might
eliminate rework.
Focus management interest and
development effort on configuration
items, subsystems, or feature areas with
high numbers of total or remaining
changes.
Set readiness criteria, e.g., no remaining
high-severity problems, maximum number
of remaining problems, or maximum
defect density, prior to product delivery.
Prioritize software changes according to
severity and customer priorities.
Use recent closure and identification rate
trends to estimate when the software
product will meet test or release criteria.
Set readiness criteria, e.g., no remaining
high-severity problems, maximum number
of remaining problems, or maximum
defect density, prior to field testing.

Process Improvement

Project Management

Delivery, Ship, or
Release Decision

Rework Management
Schedule Prediction

Test Readiness

Table 1. Software product maturity uses.
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